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Linux Applications on PseriesIBM Press, 2003
The strengths of the AIX operating system are well known among in the UNIX software community. Its reliability and great degree of scaling make AIX the perfect choice for hosting mission-critical applications. It is a robust and flexible operating system that meets all the requirements for the various demands of e-business environments. At the same...
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Organic Semiconductors in Sensor Applications (Springer Series in Materials Science)Springer, 2008
Organic semiconductors offer unique characteristics such as tunability of electronic properties via chemical synthesis, compatibility with mechanically flexible substrates, low-cost manufacturing, and facile integration with chemical and biological functionalities. These characteristics have prompted the application of organic semiconductors and...
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Express Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Here's a comprehensive guide to making the most of Express's flexibility in building web applications. With lots of screenshots and examples, it's the perfect step-by-step manual for those with an intermediate knowledge of JavaScript.


	Overview

	
		Exploring all aspects of web development using the...
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Linux in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2005
Over the last few years, Linux has grown both as an operating  system and a tool for personal and business use. Simultaneously becoming more  user friendly and more powerful as a back-end system, Linux has achieved new  plateaus: the newer filesystems have solidified, new commands and tools have  appeared and become standard, and...
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Java I/OO'Reilly, 1999
Because it doesn't provide a printf() function like C/C++, some developers think Java isn't up to snuff with files and streams. Author Rusty Harold Elliotte argues against this notion in Java I/O, a book that shows how Java's stream support can help simplify network programming, internationalization, and even compression and...
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Developing Large Web Applications: Producing Code That Can Grow and ThriveYahoo Press, 2010

	
		How do you create a mission-critical site that provides exceptional performance while remaining flexible, adaptable, and reliable 24/7? Written by the manager of a UI group at Yahoo!, Developing Large Web Applications offers practical steps for building rock-solid applications that remain effective even as you add features,...
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Aristotle's Method in Ethics: Philosophy in PracticeCambridge University Press, 2019

	This book examines Aristotle's method in ethics from the vantage point of his broader conception of philosophy. Joseph Karbowski challenges longstanding dialectical orthodoxy and argues instead that, in his ethical treatises, Aristotle is seeking the first principles of a demonstrative ethical science, a science of human goodness, using an...
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An Invitation to Computer Science, 5th EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	This text is intended for a one-semester introductory course in computer
	science. It presents a breadth-first overview of the discipline that assumes no
	prior background in computer science, programming, or mathematics. It is
	appropriate for use in a service course for students not majoring in computer
	science. It is also appropriate...
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Programming Groovy 2: Dynamic Productivity for the Java Developer (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Groovy brings you the best of both worlds: a flexible, highly productive, agile, dynamic language that runs on the rich framework of the Java Platform. Groovy preserves the Java semantics and extends the JDK to give you true dynamic language capabilities. Programming Groovy 2 will help you, the experienced Java developer, learn and...
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Object Oriented Perl: A Comprehensive Guide to Concepts and Programming TechniquesManning Publications, 2000
Perl has always been a powerful and popular programming language, but with its new object capabilities, it can do even more. Written for anyone with a little Perl experience, Damian Conway's Object Oriented Perl provides an invaluable guide to virtually every aspect of object-oriented programming in Perl.
 The most notable thing about...
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From Russia with Tough Love: Pavel's Kettlebell Workout for a Femme FataleDragon Door Publications, 2002

	In Russia, kettlebells have long been revered as the fitness-tool of choice for Olympic athletes, elite special forces and martial artists. The kettlebell’s ballistic movement challenges the body to achieve an unparalleled level of physical conditioning and overall strength.


	But until now, the astonishing benefits of the...
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UMTS Network Planning, Optimization, and Inter-Operation with GSMJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	The continuing explosive growth in mobile communication is demanding more spectrally
	efficient radio access technologies than the prevalent second generation (2G) systems such as
	GSM to handle just the voice traffic. We are already witnessing high levels of mobile
	penetration exceeding 70% in some countries. It is anticipated that by...
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